
Name: .......................................................
I Asking for a drink: underline the wrong word in each sentence. If there isn't a mis-

take, make a tick (√). (falsches Wort pro Satz unterstreichen, wenn kein Fehler: √)

1 Would you to like a drink, sir? 2 Yes, a Diet Coke, please.

3 An ice and lemon? 4 Just a lemon.

5 Here do you are. 6 Thank you very.

7 Coffee? Tea? 8 Coffee, please.

9 A milk? 10 No, thanks you.

(5 P)

II Put in a suitable verb – or a negation (passendes Verb – oder Verneinung einfügen):

1 I .......................... Italian well.
2 She .......................... go to university, she is a bus driver.

3 They .......................... a nice house.

4 We .......................... play computer games, because we hate those games.

5 The shops .......................... at 9.00 am.

6 He .......................... drive a big car, he only has a “Mini-Cooper”.

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb:

1 They ......................... (not like) hamburgers.

2 She ......................... (live) in a big house.

3 My parents ......................... (not have) a car.

4 Mr Müller ......................... (not speak) Italian very well.

5 He ......................... (drink) tea and coffee.

6 She ......................... (study) English at the International school. 

(6 P)

English: the world’s language
of the 20th century . . .

Cappuccino with fish and chips ?!?
Food in England...
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III Fill in “some” or “a(n)”:

Waiter: Good morning. Would you like to see the menu?

Customer: No thank you. I know what I want. I'd like ___ omelette.

Waiter: Do you want ___ cheese omelette?

Customer: No, I'll have ___ ham omelette.

Waiter: Would you also like ___ toast. (you do not know how much exactly)

Customer: Well, could I have ___ English muffin instead.

Waiter: Of course. Would you like ___ glass of orange juice with that?

Customer: No thank you. Just bring me ___ water, and ___ cappuccino.
Waiter: Very well, no problem. (4 P)

IV How often? Write 3 different questions with the words given, and answer them differently:

Ex. (you, dance)  -->  How often do you dance? – I dance every day.

1 (you, go to the theatre)

2 (your teacher, make a mistake)

3 (your friends, read a book)
(6 P)

V Vocabulary Check: translate

1 köstlich 2 wieder
3 Brieftasche 4 berühmt
5 schätzen, erraten 6 Tafel
7 sich setzen 8 Wann wurdest du geboren?
9 Ich wurde am ......... (in Worten schreiben!) geboren

10 in einer Wohnung wohnen
(5 P)

Vb Write all the days of the week, and all the months of the year:

days: 

months:

Vc Pronunciation of -s: write these verbs into the correct column: /s/ <--> /z/ <--> /iz/

Ex. works /s/        reads /z/         watches /iz/ smokes, finishes, drives, lives,

cooks, listens, eats, catches, plays,

goes, speaks, studies, likes, has

The End

(10 P)


